ORCA Wildlife Report - Fred. Olsen – Northern Norway with
Sami National Day
Black Watch – 31st of January - 14th of February
The ORCA Team: Jenna Silk & Lily Pinner
01/02/2020: North Sea
Starting deck watch bright and early we were joined by
many enthusiastic guests. It was wonderful to see so many
new friendly faces join us on our deck watches so soon
into the cruise. We were lucky enough to see a vast
amount of harbour porpoises early on, this was often one
porpoise at a time which popped up and then
disappeared. This is typical of their behaviour, and they
are especially hard to see when waves are larger. We also
enjoyed two pods of unidentified dolphins, one of which
we think were likely to be white beaked dolphins. We also

Cruise conservationists – Jenna and Lily

spotted two “unknown medium cetaceans” which we
found hard to identify. However, we think this could have
been a pair of pilot whales, as their colouration and size
did suggest so. We were delighted at how busy this area
was for cetaceans, as ORCA rarely collect data in this area
at this time of year. We recognised lots of faces at our
first lecture on board which was “An introduction to ORCA
and the surrounding wildlife”.
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02/02/2020: North Sea/Norwegian Sea
Sadly, no cetaceans were sighted during this deck watch. We both had a brilliant time getting to know the guests
sharing stories of previous adventures, and were truly impressed by the determination of guests who stayed out with
us most of the day! We did see various sea birds which were flying alongside the Black Watch, some of which were
beautiful fulmars. Many fulmar were circling the surface of the sea, which is a great sign because they actually use
their amazing sense of smell to seek out the scent of fish on the surface of the water. This was helpful for Jenna to
refer to during our second lecture all about sea birds.

Sea eagle follows a fishing boat – Lily Pinner

05/02/2020: Norwegian Sea and coast line

Remote lifestyles – Lily Pinner
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Snow clouds rolling over the mountains – Lily Pinner
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03/02/2020: In port: Ålesund, Norway
There were no deck watches or wildlife activities today as we were docked in Ålesund for the day. We hope everyone
had a fantastic day!

04/02/2020: In port: Trondheim, Norway
We hope all guests had an enjoyable day in Trondheim. There were no deck watches as the day was spent in port.

05/02/2020: Norwegian Sea and coast line
With daylight hours becoming much shorter we were
conscious of fitting in as much time on deck as possible.
Waking up and seeing the snow falling we assumed we
would be stood outside without much company; how wrong
we were! It was a fantastic day with deck seven nearing full
all day, and guests were lucky enough to see plenty of sea
eagles hugging the winds of the coastline. After some
examination of our photos as well as some brilliant shots
from guests we realised not only had we been observing sea
eagles, but also golden eagles. We were able to identify

Guests enjoy the amazing coast line of Norway – Jenna Silk

them due to the difference in colour on their tail feathers.
The sea eagles have a beautiful set of white tail feathers, and the gold eagles have brown tail feathers. Fishing boats
tempted them off of the mountains and we enjoyed watching them dive and swoop towards the vessels in the fjords.
Sadly, another day without any mammals to report, but we won’t forget the amazing landscapes any time soon.
Breath-taking!

06/07/20: In port: TromsØ, Norway
There were no deck watches today as we were docked in TromsØ. We hope everyone enjoyed their day!

08/09/2020: In Port: Alta
Today was spent in port in Alta so there were no deck watches.
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10/02/2020: Norwegian Sea
Hooray! Finally, life is spotted in the waters! We were
lucky enough to once again be joined by plenty of
lovely guests who helped us during our deck watch
and they were rewarded with three pods of harbour
porpoise. One of these groups had around ten
individuals in the pod, which was exciting to see. We
watched through binoculars as they passed along the
edge of the coast, spotting that perfectly triangular
fin. After that we saw more sea eagles than we could
keep count! Some were gliding over the ship, others

Golden eagle watches from one of the islands – Richard Lovelock

sat watching from the smaller islands nearby. All were
wonderful to see.

Later, the front of deck seven was opened and we moved forward to get a better view, and it was worthwhile as we
once again spotted harbour porpoise as well as one unidentified medium cetacean. This pod of harbour porpoise
was strange however, as they were what we call “attracted to the ship” playing in our waves and swimming alongside
the Black Watch. This is not typical of most harbour porpoises who are usually shy and stay clear of vessels. Both of
us were so glad that guests got to see so many amazing animals with us.

Cormorant taking flight at sea – Lily Pinner
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11/09/2020: In Port: Kristiansund, Norway
There were no deck watches or ORCA lectures today as we were docked in Ålesund for the day. We hope everyone
had a fantastic day!

12/02/20: Norwegian Sea
Sadly, due to very heavy swell and plenty of spray it meant that deck seven was closed for the morning and we were
unable to perform our usual deck watch. Undeterred by the weather we found a comfy spot next to the Neptune
Lounge and invited guests to join us with a cup of tea. Passing by, lots of guests stopped to chat and it really made our
morning! We loved hearing all about people’s previous experiences seeing whales and dolphins while they were on
holiday, and even seeing photos which guests shared with us. We set up some of the equipment we use on deck watch
so that guests could come to see which books we use to ID, as well as get hands-on with some of our technology.
Thank you to everyone who stopped for a chat.

13/02/20: North Sea
Looking back on all of our deck watches we were confident that the North Sea would once again be more fruitful than
the waters around Norway. Marching out on deck we were greeted with heavy rain, and were unsure if we would have
anyone joining us on deck seven all day. Luckily the rain didn’t put everyone off and we had a few guests join us in
their waterproofs. The sea was at a sea state six, very choppy with lots of spray and white caps. This made looking for
all wildlife rather difficult, as anything that was there was easily hidden under that large waves and white water.
Suddenly there was an influx of guillemots bobbing along the giant waves, and battling against the spray from white
caps. We had to admire how determined and strong these little birds are. We also had some “probable” harbour
porpoise which were spotted in-between the giant waves. Slowly but surely the sea state did calm and guests were
able to spot four more harbour porpoises close to the side of the Black Watch, a super view for us to enjoy on our last
deck watch. Once the sun had set, we gave our last round up lecture, covering all of the different wildlife and scenery
we had all enjoyed during the trip. We also measured out some of the marine mammals frequently seen around the
Norwegian Sea, people seemed surprised as to how large these mammals really are. Jenna even had to leave the
Neptune Lounge in order to measure out the blue whale, which can reach a massive 33m. Thank you to everyone who
talked to us at the end and gave us such lovely feedback.
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Large raft of male and female common eider - Lily Pinner

The sun hits the rocky coast of Norway - Lily Pinner
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Snow settles on the back of a female mallard – Lily Pinner
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grateful to have used some of them in our presentations. To guest Ian Baker, thank you for your amazing otter photos.
We still can’t believe how lucky you were to get so close to the otters of Tromsø. Of course, finally we would like to
say thank you to every single guest that we met. It has been so wonderful hearing your previous experiences of whales,
dolphins and other wildlife, seeing your photos, seeing you at our presentations and generally getting to know you all!
Every single one of you have been so kind and fun to be around, and have made our quieter days much brighter! We
hope you all had a lovely trip and hopefully you will enjoy future encounters with the ORCA team.

ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection of
whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats. For more information about us,
please visit our website www.orcaweb.org.uk
For a map and list of all the marine wildlife seen and recorded during this cruise please see the next page.
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Species recorded
Cetaceans
•
•
•
•
•
•

47 - Porpoises
3 - Unidentified Small Cetaceans
3 - Unidentified Medium Cetaceans
7 - White Beaked Dolphins (Possible)
1 - Whale Blow
2 – Unidentified Dolphins

Birds
Velvet Scoters
Common Scoters
Common Eiders
King Eiders
White Tailed Sea Eagles
Golden Eagles
Kittiwakes
Lesser Black-backed Gulls
Greater Black-backed Gulls
Little Auks
Cormorants
Gannets
Fulmars
Long Tailed Ducks
Razor Bills
Guillemot
Great Northern Diver
Shags
Glaucus Gulls
Iceland Gulls
Herring Gull
Heron
Mallards
Puffin
Other wildlife
Grey seal
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Unidentified seals (possibly harbour seals)
Eurasian Otter
Sun fish

The Black Watch in Tromso – Lily Pinner
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